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Intro 

● Background about me 

● Quick exercise to get warmed up



My favorite place to read: 

Meridian Hill / Malcolm X Park



Reading on the benches 



How to share the love of reading from bench to 
bench: DC Grassroots Readers bookmarks



Story of the collaboration with 
my local public library branch 



Initial findings from concept testing: 

● Majority generally understood the concept 

● Interest in initiative was strong 

● Questions & Preferences
○ Was this like a book club?
○ How to join if use a Kindle?
○ Photos would be a good addition  
○ Liked the idea of getting bookmark at local 

bookstores and having a connection to Mt. 
Pleasant library 

User Research: Early Concept Testing



Library Collaboration: Partnership Initiated

Flyers around the park



● Brainstormed outreach 
opportunities: library and 
community events 

● Discussed ways to do informal 
partnerships with the library 

● Made key community 
connections: The Mt. Pleasant 
Library Friends

Library Collaboration: Partnership Developing



User Research: User Testing & Iterative Design

Key findings from ongoing testing:  

● Readers more quickly understood the concept

● Positive feedback:
○ Liked its simplicity and flexible use 
○ Liked the addition of the QR code for ease of access

● Interested in improvements or additions: 
○ The bookmark being a brighter color 
○ Logo sticker for e-reader/Kindles

● Curious about: 
○ If there is any social media aspect 
○ If there is a list of what people are reading



How DCGR evolved: Bookmark logo 
Version 1 Version 2 Version 3



How DCGR evolved: Flyer 
Version 1 Version 2 Version 3



“Parks and libraries are natural partners. Both represent "the commons." 

They are our public space and we hold them together, and they're our 

collective responsibility. They're part of the underlying urban infrastructure- 

as important as the bridges and the roads and the housing. They promote 

civic participation; they foster local identity, and they both offer 

recreational, educational and social engagement opportunities.” 

                                                                                                             Diantha D. Schull

Placemaking: Inspiration for growing the initiative  



Placemaking: Inspiration for growing the initiative  

Key features of placemaking:
○ Inclusive and collaborative process, a mindset, an attitude 
○ Focus on transforming a physical space into a place people feel connected to and creates a 

sense of belonging 
○ Aims to improve the way people think about and connect with the world around them
○ Supports ongoing evolution of a place.

(Placemaking Europe ), (Placemaking Education),  (Project for Public Spaces)

What is placemaking? 
Placemaking is an approach to urban planning and design that focuses on the people who 
use a space, rather than just the physical structures or buildings. The idea is to create 
places that are not just functional, but also beautiful and meaningful to the people who live, 
work, and play there. 



Placemaking: Inspiration for growing the initiative  

Drawing on Placemaking Principles

1. Create a Place, Not a Design
2. Triangulate
3. Look for Partners

11 core placemaking principles 



Placemaking: Embedding in community  



Attending library events not only 

strengthened our growing 

partnership, but also opened up 

doors for meeting other local 

organizations 

Library collaboration: Partnership Expansion



Learning & Lessons



Key Lessons 

User Research 

1. Concept testing and ongoing user testing was key  

2. Supporting various user needs 

3. Making it easy to share 

User Research +  Library Collaboration + Placemaking  



Key Lessons 

Library Collaborations

1. Formal vs informal partnerships 

2. Intermediary partners play a key role 

3. External resident + library collaboration is mutually beneficial 

User Research +  Library Collaboration + Placemaking  



Key Lessons 

Placemaking

1. The bookmarks became the stimulus 

2. Local community partnerships built trust 

3. DCGR will continue to evolve and grow thanks to continued 
participatory efforts 

User Research +  Library Collaboration + Placemaking  



Growing the Grassroots Readers Initiative  

DC Grassroots Readers aimed to extend the reach of public 
libraries and help make connections among a local 
community of readers in a public green space 

This can happen anywhere – it is a replicable model where residents, 
libraries, and parks can join forces to support community building and 
connections in new ways 

A movement to support local readers everywhere to connect about their shared love of reading



Big thanks to….

● Julie and Liliana, incredible 
librarians at Mt. Pleasant 
Library

● Carlos and team at the The 
Mt. Pleasant Library Friends

● Lindsey Kessel, designer and 
co-collaborator 

● Local bookstores and 
organization supporters

● Family and friends who 
supported and encouraged 
me



Questions?



Thanks!

Kelly Henderson, MPH

Kelly.henderson02@gmail.com

Twitter: @Hendo


